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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction and Preliminaries 
1.1 Introduction 
Residual stress is the stress present in a body in a fixed reference placement in the 
absence of external forces. The goal of this work is twofold. First, some well known 
results from the classical theory of linearized elasticity will be extended to include the 
presence of residual stress. Second, a theoretical framework will be constructed which will 
be used to provide a nondestructive method for determining a bound on the residual stress 
field present in a body which responds in a linearly elastic fashion to small deformations 
from the reference placement. In the sequel, the notation will essentially be that of 
Gurtin [l]1. In particular, 
Lin is the space of all second-order tensors, 
Sym is the space of all symmetric second-order tensors, 
Skw is the space of all skew second-order tensors. 
Other notation will be defined as it is introduced. 
1.2 Preliminaries 
Consider a body B at rest and free of external loads in a reference placement K. The 
region occupied by B in the reference placement is denoted by O. Thus, °- = intK (B) 
and O = closured, where Q is an open regular region of the three-dimensional 
Euclidean space E \ The boundary of O is denoted by 3&, and 3^w and d£ls are comple-
mentary regular subsurfaces of 3&. (See Gurtin [2], Sec. 5.) 
Numbers in square brackets indicate references which begin on page 60. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Basic Theorems 
2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to develop some of the basic results of linear elastostat-
ics in the presence of residual stress. All of these results are well known in the case of clas-
sical linear elastostatics, that is, elastostatics without residual stress, and the presentation 
given here will follow very closely that of Gurtin [2]. Gurtin's article is used as a model 
for several reasons. First, essentially the same background is needed to arrive at the 
desired results. Second, it seems difficult to improve on Gurtin's presentation. Third, it 
should aid in comparing and contrasting the case where residual stress is present with the 
classical case where no residual stress is present. 
2.2 Definitions and the Theorem of Work Expended 
2.2.1 Definition: Let u be a displacement field defined on CI, and denote the (Frechet) 
derivative of u by Du. Du will be called the displacement gradient. 
2.2.2 Definition: A vector field u is an admissible displacement field provided 
(i) « e C 2 ( Q ) , 
(ii) u and Du are continuous on A. 
2.2.3 Definition: An admissible stress field is a tensor field S such that Se C (Q), S 
and divS are continuous on A. The associated surface force field is the vector field s on 
30 given by s (x) = S (x) n (x) at points x e 3Q where the outward unit normal n is 
well-defined. 
2.2.4 T^mma: Let S be an admissible stress field and « an admissible displacement field. 
Then 
\sudA = j(u-divS)dV+j(S-Du)dV. 
an Q a 
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Proof: By the divergence theorem and a vector identity, 
J (s-u)dA = J (u-Sn)dA = J (STn-u)dA = jdiv(STu)d\> 
in an an n 
= J (« • divS) dV+j(S- Du) dV 
n n 
Observe that lemma 2.2.4 differs from the classical statement in that the stress tensor is 
not required to be symmetric in this case, and the full displacement gradient appears rather 
than just the symmetric part of the displacement gradient. 
If S is a solution of the equation of equilibrium so that divS + 6 = 0, then lemma 
2.2.4 has the following corollary: 
2.2.5 Theorem of Work Expended: Let S be an admissible stress field and u be an 
admissible displacement field, and suppose that 5 satisfies the equation of equilibrium. 
Then 
J (s-u)dA + j(b-u)dV = \(S-H)dV. (2.1a) 
an n n 
That is, the work done by external forces over the displacement field u is equal to the 
work done by the stress field over the displacement gradient H = Du. In the correspond-
ing classical statement, the stress tensor is necessarily symmetric and the theorem takes 
the form 
J (s-u)dA + j(b-u)dV= \{S-E)dV. (2.1b) 
an n n 
Here E = symH is the infinitesimal strain field corresponding to u. Observe that in the 
classical case the work expended over an infinitesimal rigid displacement field is zero. 
Since H may be decomposed into its symmetric and skew parts as H = E + W, in the 
present context the corresponding statement is simply that the work done by the external 
forces over the rigid field u is balanced by the work done by the stress field over the infin-
itesimal rotation field W = skwH. 
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2.3 The Constitutive Equation 
23.1 Definition: A tensor field T on & is called a residual stress field if it satisfies 
divT = 0 in Q, (2.2a) 
f = (T f in Q, (2.2b) 
T n = 0 on BO. (2.2c) 
Consider a body B that is at rest in a reference placement K (B) and assume that the 
body B responds elastically to a deformation from the reference placement K (B). If the 
response function is continuously differentiable, then the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress ten-
sor may be expressed as 
S = T +C[H] +o(H) # - » 0 , (2.3) 
where C:Lin -» Lin is the derivative of the response function evaluated at the reference 
placement The fourth-order tensor C will be referred to as the elasticity tensor. By invok-
ing observer independence and the balance of angular momentum, it can be shown that 
C[H] = WT +\{ET -TE)+h[E], (2.4) 
where L: Sym -> Sym is defined by 
h[E] = symC[E]. (2.5) 
A modern presentation of the steps leading to (2.4) is given by Hoger [3]. It will be conve-
nient to use an alternate form of (2.4) introduced by Man and Lu [4], and given by 
C[H] =HT +L[E], (2.6) 
where L.Sym -> Sym is defined by 
L[E] = L[E]-^(ET +T E). (2.7) 
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The tensor L will be referred to as the incremental elasticity tensor. Substitution of (2.6) 
into (2.3) results in 
S = T +HT +L[E] + o(H) as # - > 0 . (2.8) 
It is evident from (2.8) that the stress tensor S is not symmetric to within o (H) as 
# - > 0 . However, as was noted by Hoger [3], 
SFT = FST+o(H) as H->0 (2.9) 
where F is the deformation gradient. Consequently, the local balance of angular momen-
tum in the referential description is automatically satisfied to within o (H) when (2.8) is 
employed. 
Occasionally it will be useful to emphasize explicitly the dependence of the stress on 
the displacement field or the displacement gradient field. That is, it will be useful to intro-
duce the notation 
S[u] =T + (Du) T +L[symDu], (2.10) 
and by an abuse of notation, 
S[H] =T +HT +L[symH]. (2.11) 
It is important to note that the stress is an affine function of the displacement or the dis-
placement gradient rather than a linear function. Thus, for displacement fields u and u, 
S[u] +S[u]*S[u + u], (2.12a) 
S[cca] * a S [ a ] , (2.12b) 
and 
S[H] +S[H] *S[H + H] (2.13a) 
S[aH] *aS[H], (2.13b) 
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2.4 The Fundamental Field Equations 
The fundamental field equations of linear elastostatics in the presence of residual 
stress are 
H = Du, (2.14a) 
E = symH, (2.14b) 
S = T +HT +L[E], (2.14c) 
divS + b = 0, (2.14d) 
all holding in the region O. Note that in the linearization, the o (H) term in the constitu-
tive equation has been neglected. The classical constitutive equation is formally obtained 
by setting T = 0 in (2.7) and (2.14c). Hence the field equations in the classical case can 
be written in the form 
H = Du, (2.15a) 
E = symH, (2.15b) 
S = L[E], (2.15c) 
divS + b = 0, (2.15d) 
all holding in the region O . 
2.4.1 Remark: A subtle point that bears mentioning here is that if T is set equal to zero in 
(2.7) and (2.14c), the residual stress tensor makes no explicit appearance in (2.15c). 
However, there is nothing in the derivation of the constitutive equation (2.4) that precludes 
an implicit appearance of the residual stress in the tensor L given by (2.5), or in the 
incremental elasticity tensor L. In fact, it can be shown that 
L [E] = Dt (E) [I] - j(ET + TE) + (trE) T , (2.16a) 
hence 
L [E] = Dt (E) [/] -(ET +TE) + (trE) T , (2.16b) 
where T is the Cauchy stress tensor. Consequently, one should not be led to believe that by 
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setting T equal to zero where it appears explicitly in (2.7) and (2.14c), that the actual 
constitutive equation for the classical case is recovered. Rather it is the form of the 
classical case that is recovered. This issue is not pursued in the present work, but is 
mentioned in Hoger [3] (Sec. 3.4) and is investigated further by Hoger [5] and Johnson 
and Hoger [6]. 
2.5 Work and Energy 
Recall that in the classical case, given a continuous elasticity field Conf l , the classi-
cal strain energy Uc {E} corresponding to a continuous strain field E on Q is defined by 
UC{E} = \\(E-C[E])dV. (2.17) 
zn 
The subscript on the strain energy in (2.17) is simply meant to denote the classical case, 
and is not related to the elasticity tensor C. In view of the constitutive equation (2.15c), 
(2.17) may be written in either of the alternative forms 
UC{E} = i f (E-S)dV, (2.18a) 
z n 
or 
UC{E} = U(E-L[E])dV. (2.18b) 
zn 
It is expression (2.18a) which motivates the definition of strain energy in the residual 
case, but first a preliminary result will be presented. 
2.5.1 Proposition: Let $ be the stress field in the residual case as given by (2.14c). Then 
\(H-S)dV= \(H- (HT)+E-L[E])dV. (2.19) 
n n 
Proof: If the constitutive equation (2.14c) is employed, then 
J (H-S)dV = \(H- (T +HT +L[E]))dV. 
n n 
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Thus all that needs to be shown is that 
(i) \(H-f)dV = 0 
n 
(ii) j (H • L[E]) dV = j(E-L[E])dV. 
n n 
Note that (ii) is obvious since L is a mapping into Sym. In order to establish (i), simply 
apply the Theorem of Work Expended 2.2.5 to the stress field T to get 
J (t -u)dA + \(b -u)dV = \(H-T )dV, 
an n n 
where t and b are the traction fields and body force fields corresponding to the residual 
stress T . However, according to the defining properties of a residual stress field (2.2a) 
and (2.2c), t and b are both identically equal to zero and the proof is complete. 0 
With the previous proposition in mind, the strain energies for the classical and residual 
cases will now be formally defined. 
2.5.2 Definition: The classical strain energy corresponding to a continuous strain field E 
on O is given by 
UC{E} = \\(E-L [E]) dV (2.20a) 
z n 
or (again by a slight abuse of notation) 
UC{H] = i f (symH • L [symH]) dV. (2.20b) 
2.5.3 Definition: The strain energy corresponding to a continuous displacement gradient 
field H on i i is given by 
U{H} = \\{H- (HT)+E-L[E]}dV. (2.21) 
z n 
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2.5.4 Definition: The fourth-order tensor D: Lin -»Lin is symmetric or possesses the 
major symmetry if 
AD[B]=BD[A] V A, B G Lin. 
The next statement is simply a technical result which expresses the way in which the 
functional U operates on the sum of two tensor fields. This result will be useful in the 
proofs of the minimum principles associated with the mixed problem of linear elastostat-
ics in the presence of residual stress. 
2.5.5 b,mma: Let L be symmetric and let H and H be continuous tensor fields on O. 
Then 
U{H + H} = U{H}+U{H}+j{H- (HT)+E-L[E]}dV. 
n 
Proof: Since L is symmetric, 
E-L[E] = E-L[E]. 
Moreover, by properties of the trace operation and the symmetry of T 
H (HT) = tr(HTHT) = tr(TTHTH) = tr(HTHTT) = H (HTT) 
Consequently, 
(H + H) • (H + H)T + (E + E) -L[E + E] 
+ H (HT)+E-L[E] +H (HT) +E• L[E] 
+ H (HT)+H (HT)+E-L[E] +EL[E] 
= H (HT)+E-L[E] +H (HT ) +E-L[E] 
+ 2{H- (HT)+E-L[E]}, 
from which lemma 2.5.5 follows. • 
Observe that if T = 0 in (2.21), then one recovers the appropriate form for the classical 
strain energy Uc. 
= H • (HT) 
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2.5.6 Definition: A classical admissible state is an ordered array s = [u,E,S] satisfying 
the following properties: 
(i) u is an admissible displacement field; 
(ii) E is a continuous tensor field on A; 
(iii) S is an admissible stress field. 
2.5.7 Definition: An admissible state is an ordered array s = [u,H,S] satisfying the 
following properties: 
(i) u is an admissible displacement field; 
(ii) H is a continuous tensor field on O; 
(iii) 5 is an admissible stress field. 
As in the classical case, the set of admissible states is a vector space provided that 
addition and scalar multiplication are defined as follows: 
[u,H,S] + [u,H,S] = [u + u,H + H,S + S] 
and 
a[u,H,S] = [ocK,ocH,aS]. 
2.5.8 Definition: A classical elastic state corresponding to the body force field b is a 
classical admissible state which satisfies the fundamental field equations (2.15a), (2.15b), 
(2.15c), and (2.15d) on Q. 
2.5.9 Definition: An elastic state on O corresponding to the body force field b is an 
admissible state which satisfies the fundamental field equations (2.14a), (2.14b), (2.14c), 
and(2.14d)onO. 
2.5.10 Definition :I,et s = [u, H, S] be an elastic state corresponding to the body force 
field b and let s = Sn be the surface force field corresponding to s. The pair [b, s] is 
called the external force system for s. 
Before proceeding to the Theorem of Work and Energy, note that the principle of 
superposition of elastic states which holds in the classical case (cf. Gurtin [2], section 28) 
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fails to hold in the residual case due to the appearance of the leading term in the residual 
constitutive equation. 
2.5.11 Theorem of Work and Energy: Let [u, H, S] be an elastic state corresponding to 
the external force system [b, s]. Then 
J (s-u)dA + $(b-u)dV = 2U{H}. (2.22) 
an n 
Proof: The proof follows direcdy from the Theorem of Work Expended (2.2.5), Proposi-
tion (2.5.1), and Definition (2.5.3). • 
If u = ii on d&u and s = s on dQs, then (2.22) may be written as 
J (s-u)dA+ J (s-u)dA + \(b-u)dV = 2U{H}, (2.23a) 
an, an, n 
where [«, H, S] is an elastic state corresponding to the body system [b, s]. In the classi-
cal case (2.22) may be written as 
J (s-u)dA+ J (s-u)dA + j(b-u)dV=2Uc{E], (2.23b) 
an, an„ n 
where [u, E, S] is a classical elastic state corresponding to the body system [b, s]. 
2.6 The Reciprocal Theorem 
2.6.1 The Reciprocal Theorem: Let the incremental elasticity tensor L be symmetric. Let 
[u,H,S] and [u,H,S] be elastic states corresponding to the external force systems 
[b, s] and [b, s] respectively. Then 
J (s-u)dA + j(b-u)dV= J (~s-u)dA + j(b-u)dV 
T - ° - (2-24) 
= \(S-H)dV=\(S-H)dV 
n n 
Proof: By the Theorem of Work Expended 2.2.5, it follows that 
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I (s-it)dA + j(b-u)dV = j(S-H)dV 
an n n 
and 
J (~s-u)dA + j(b-u)dV = \(S-H)dV. 
an n n 
Moreover, by (2.19) 
j(S-H)dV = J(ff- {f +HT +L[E]})dV = j{ t f • (fff) +E-L[E] }dV. 
n n n 
On the other hand, 
\(S-H)dV = j(H- {T +HT +L[E]})dV = J { # - (HT ) +E -L[E] } dV. 
a n n 
Finally, since L is symmetric, 
E-L[E] =E-L[E], 
and due to properties of the trace and symmetry of T , 
H (HT) = H (HT) 
as seen in the proof of lemma 2.5.5. • 
2.6.2 Remark: It is clear from the preceding proof that the symmetry condition on L can 
be weakened somewhat by simply requiring that L meet the "global" symmetry condition 
j(A-L[B])dV = j(B-L[A])dV V A,Be C?(Q,Lin). 
n n 
It is interesting to note that in the classical case the equality 
SE = SE 
holds, while in the residual case the corresponding equality 
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\(S-H)dV= \(S-H)dV 
n n 
holds only in the integral sense. This is due to the fact that J (H • T ) dV = 0, but 
n 
HT * 0 in general. 
2.6.3 Definition: A functional V'.Lin -» R is positive semi-definite if 
V{A}>0 V AeLin, 
and positive definite if 
V{A} >0 V AeLin, A * 0 . 
2.6.4 Remark: In contrast to the classical case where the positive definiteness of the strain 
energy follows from the assumption that the classical elasticity tensor C:Sym -> Sym is 
positive definite in the local sense that EC[E]>0 V E e Sym, E*0, the 
definitions given in 2.6.3 when applied to the strain energy are inherently "global" 
definitions. The reason for this is simply that in the presence of residual stress, the 
elasticity tensor C appearing in (2.3) is not, in general, positive definite. This was 
recognized by Hoger [7] and is illustrated by the following example: 
In view of (2.4), 
H C[H] = H {WT +\(ET -TE) + L[£]} , 
which can be rewritten in the form 
H C[H] = -(2WE + W2) T +E-L[E]. 
Assume that E = 0, so that the above equation reduces to 
HC[H] = ~(WZ-f). 
If CO is the axial vector corresponding to W, the above equation may be written as 
H C[H) = |co|Vr -co- (fco) . (2.25) 
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Let tv t2 and t3 be the eigenvalues of T , and suppose that CO is an eigenvector corre-
sponding to fg. Then the right hand side of (2.25) simplifies to |co| (tx +12). As an exam-
ple of this situation, consider a right circular cylinder with outer radius r0 and with ez 
being a unit vector along the longitudinal axis. According to definition 2.3.1, a stress field 
of the form 
Trr TrQ Trz 
TQr TQQ TQz 
*zr •* zQ *zz 
=
 CTo 
(r-r0) 0 0 
0 (2r~r0) 0 
0 0 0 
is residual. If we make the identifications t3 = 0 and CO = ez, then 
H C[H] = a0 (3r - 2r0). Hence, if oo<0, H-C[H] <0 for r>\r0. 
Thus the elasticity tensor is not, in general, locally positive definite in the presence of 
residual stress. 
The following statement is a generalization to the residual case of a result by Shield 
and Anderson [8], and is a corollary of the Reciprocal Theorem. 
2.6.5 Corollary: Suppose that L is symmetric and U is positive semi-definite. Let 
[H, H, S] and [«, H, S] be elastic states corresponding to external force systems [b, s] 
and [b, s] respectively. Then 
provided 
U{H} <U{H} 
J (s- (u-u))dA + j(b- (u-u))dV<0 
an n 
or 
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J ( (s -s ) -u)dA+\((b-b) -u)dVZO. 
an n 
Thus, if 9Q„ and 90^ are complementary subsets of 90, 
u = u on 3QH 
s = 0 on dQs 
6 = 0 on Q ' 
u = 0 on 3Qt 
s = & on 9QS 
6 = 0 on Q 
£/{#} <t/{H} 
[ /{»} <U{H} 
Proof: By lemma 2.5.5, 
U{H} =U{H] +U{H-H}+j{H- (H-H)T +E-L[E-E]}dV 
n 
= U{H}+U{H-H}+j{H- (HT -HT)+E- (L[E) -L[E])}dV 
n 
= U{H} +U{H-H}+\{H- (S-S)}dV. 
By the Reciprocal Theorem 2.6.1, 
[{H- (S-S)}dV = J {(s-s) -u}dA + j{(b-b) u}dV 
n an n 
= J {s- (u-u)}dA + j{b- (ii-u)}dV. 
an n 
Since U is assumed to be positive semi-definite, the following two inequalities obtain: 
U{H} <U{H} + J {(s-~s) -u}dA + j{(b~b) -u}dV 
an n 
and 
U{H} <U{H} + J {s- (u-u)}dA + j{b- (u-u)}dV. 
an n 
The rest of the proof follows from these inequalities. • 
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As pointed out by Gurtin [2] in the classical case, 2.6.5 may be called a least work 
principle since by 2.5.11 U {H} < U {H} if and only if the work done by the external 
forces corresponding to [u, H, S] is less than or equal to the work done by the external 
forces corresponding to [«, H, S]. 
2.7 Statement of the Mixed Problems 
2.7.1 Definition: Let the following data be given: 
(i) the region of space O, with d&u and dQs complementary regular subsurfaces 
of 9(1; 
(ii) the incremental elasticity tensor field L on Q; 
(iii) the residual stress field T on &; 
(iv) the body force field 6 on O; 
(v) the surface displacement field u on 3Qtt; 
(vi) the surface traction field s on 3&s. 
Given the above data, the mixed problem of linear elastostatics with residual stress is to 
find an elastic state [u, H, S] which corresponds to b and satisfies the displacement con-
dition 
u = K on 3QM 
and the traction condition 
s = Sn = s on 3Q5. 
Such an elastic state is called a solution of the residual mixed problem. 
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2 7.2 Definition: Let the following data be given: 
(i) the region of space O with 9Q„ and d&s complementary regular subsurfaces 
ofBO; 
(ii) the incremental elasticity tensor field l o n i i ; 
(iii) the body force field 6 on &; 
(iv) the surface displacement u on d&u; 
(v) the surface traction field s on d£ls. 
Given the above data, the mixed problem of classical linear elastostatics is to find an elas-
tic state [u, E, S] for the classical problem which corresponds to 6 and satisfies the dis-
placement condition 
u = u on 3Qtt, 
and the traction condition 
s = Sn = s on dQ.$. 
Such an elastic state is called a solution of the classical mixed problem. 
2.7.3 Definition: The mixed problem of linear elastostatics with residual stress and the 
mixed problem of classical linear elastostatics are said to be associated if all data are 
identical with the exception that in the classical problem T = 0 in (2.7) and (2.14c). 
That is, given a mixed residual problem on a region Q, the associated classical mixed 
problem is that of finding a classical elastic state [«, E, S] on the region O, which corre-
sponds to the same body force 6 and satisfies the same boundary conditions as the residual 
problem. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Minimum Principles 
3.1 Introduction 
To obtain the Principles of Minimum Potential Energy and Minimum Complementary 
Energy in the residual case, we assume that the strain energy U is positive definite in the 
sense of definition 2.6.3. This is also the case in the classical theory; that is, in order to 
deduce the corresponding minimum principles in the classical case it is necessary to 
assume that the classical strain energy is positive definite in the global sense of definition 
2.6.3. However, in the classical case this follows from the stronger assumption that the 
classical elasticity tensor C be locally positive definite. The purpose of Section 3.2 is to 
derive a sufficient condition for the positive definiteness (in the sense of definition 2.6.3) 
of the strain energy in the residual case. The aim of Section 3.3 is to present an appropriate 
form of the Principle of Minimum Potential Energy when residual stress is present and 
show that uniqueness for the mixed residual problem follows from this statement. The aim 
of Section 3.4 is to state an appropriate form of the Principle of Minimum Complementary 
Energy in the presence of residual stress. 
3.2 Positive Definiteness of the Strain Energy 
In order to derive the desired condition of positive definiteness, it will be necessary to 
make use of the first Korn inequality. Although the natural setting for Korn's inequalities 
is the Sobolev spaces, in keeping with the rest of this work Gurtin [2] will be followed and 
the setting will be the C-spaces. The form of Korn's inequality to be employed is the fol-
lowing (ref. Gurtin [2], Sec. 13): 
3.2.1 Korn's Inequality: Let u be a class C displacement field on O and assume that 
jWdV = 0, 
n 
where W is the infinitesimal rotation field corresponding to u. Then 
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j\Du\2dV<KJ\E\2dV, (3.1) 
n n 
where E is the strain field corresponding to u and K is a positive constant depending only 
on the region O. 
Before proceeding to the theorem of positive definiteness, some preliminary results 
must be presented. 
3.2.2 Definition: lairds {w e C2(Q,*3) |w = W0+WQ(x-X0) } , 
where wQ and W0 are uniform and W0 e Skw. That is, Ird is the set of infinitesimal rigid 
displacements on C (Q.,R ) . 
The next result is borrowed from Valent [9] and cast in the setting of the space 
C2(Q,R3). 
3.2.3 Theorem: Let 
Ircfomp = {v e C2(£l,R3)\ \vdV = 0, JDvdVe Sym } . 
n n 
Then 
C2(Q,R3) =Ird®Ir(f.omp 
Proof: Suppose that w e Ird, w * 0; then clearly w g Irdcomp since Dw = W0 and 
n n 
That is, 
JDwdV = W0$dV = W0vol(Q.) e Sym. 
IrdrMrcfomp = {0}. 
Next, let M e C ( d , ^ ) and consider the function 
yu(x) =u(x) -w0-W0(x-x0), 
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where w0 and W0 are uniform and Wo e Skw. The function yu belongs to Irdcomp if and 
only if 
\{u-w0-WQ(x-x0)}dV = 0 
n 
and 
skewj{Du-W0}dV = 0. 
n 
Alternatively, yu belongs to Irdcomp if and only if 
\udV = w0jdV+ W0j (x-x0)dV, (3.2) 
n n n 
and 
J {Du- (Du)T}rfV = 2W0\dV. (3.3) 
n n 
Evidently yu e /rdcom/' since for any given «, (3.2) and (3.3) determine w0 and W0. 
Thus, C2 (fl, ^ 3) = Ird 0 /rdfowp D 
At this point we will follow Man and Carlson [11] and assume that the incremental 
elasticity tensor satisfies the following condition: 
There is a constant Y> 0 such that 
] (E • L [E]) dV > yj (E • E) dV, (3.4) 
n n 
a condition which is generally accepted in the absence of residual stress. 
The background is now set to state the following proposition: 
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3.2.4 Proposition: Let « be an admissible displacement field and let H = Du. Then 
\(H-HT)dV = \(Dv (DvT))dV, (3.5) 
n n 
where u = w + v, with w e Ird and v e Irdcomp. 
Proof: By theorem 3.2.3, u may be uniquely decomposed as u = w + v where w e Ird 
and v e lrdiomp so that # = W0 + Dv where W0 e 5few and is uniform. Consequently, 
H • (HT) = (W0 + Dv) • (W0r +Z)vf) 
= W0- (W0f)+W0- (DvT) +Dv- (W0T)+Dv (DvT ) 
QwLL:W0-(DvT) =Dv(W0T) 
Proof: The proof follows directly from properties of the trace operation and the symmetry 
off . 
£laim_2:W0.(W0f) =-(W20-f) 
Proof: The proof follows directly from properties of the trace operation, the symmetry of 
T and the skewness of W0. 
Oaimi j (W 2 0 - f )dV = 0 
n 
Proof: Since WQ is uniform, 
\(W20-T )dV = W20- \T dV = 0 
n n 
since \T dV = 0 (cf. Hoger [5]). 
n 
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Claim 4- J (Dv (WQT))dV=0 
n 
Proof: Consider the identity 
(i) div (STv) = SDv+v divS 
and the divergence theorem in the form 
(ii) J (v-n)dA = jdivvdV. 
an n 
According to (i), 
(WQT )Dv = div ((WQT f v) - v • div (W0T ) . 
By(ii), 
jdiv ((W0f J)vdV= J ((W0T fv)-ndA=j(v (W0T ) n) dA 
n an an 
= J (v-W0(Tn))dA = 0 
an 
since T n = 0 on dQ. Consider the term v • div (W0T ) ; since W0 is uniform, 
Jv • div (WQT ) dV = J (v • WQdivT ) dV = 0 
n n 
because divT = 0 in £2. Thus the proof of claim 4 and also of Proposition 3.2.4 is com-
plete. • 
The following theorem is a variant appropriate to the present setting of a result obtained 
earlier by Carlson and Man [12]: 
3 2 5 Theorem CPositive Definiteness of the Strain Energy V Let U e C (Q, R ) and write 
u = w + v with w e Ird and v e Irdcomp in accordance with theorem 3.2.3. Let 
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X = max\T | and assume that (3.4) holds. Then 
n 
W {Du} > {1 - X} \\Dv\2dV. (3.6) 
Consequently, if Y> KX, then U {H} > 0 and equality obtains if and only if Dv = 0, 
that is, if and only if H = W0. 
Proof: It follows directly from (3.5) that 
2U{H] = J{£>v (DvT)+E-L[E]}dV. 
n 
By employing (3.4), it is easily seen that 
2U {H} > J {Dv • (DvT ) +y\E\2} dV. 
n 
Consider the following inequalities: 
(i) \Dv (DvT)\<\Dv\\Dvf\<\Dv\2\T\; 
(ii)-\Dv (Dvf )\<Dv (DvT); 
(iii)-|£>v|2|f l<-|Dv- (DvT )\<Dv- (DvT); 
where the second inequality in (i) holds due to the nature of the trace inner product on 
finite-dimensional spaces (Noll [13]). 
It is then clear that 
\{Dv- (Dvf)}dV > -J|Dv|2|fidV > -X\\Dv\2dV; 
n n n 
hence, 
2U{H} > -XJ\Dv\2dV+y\\E\2dV. 
n n 
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Observe that 
E = symH = sym(Dw+Dv) = symDv. 
Moreover, Korn's inequality applies to the displacement field v. An application of Korn's 
inequality to the previous inequality leads to 
2U{H}> {-X+-} \\Dv\2dV, 
K
 n 
from which the result follows. • 
3.3 Potential Energy and Uniqueness 
3.3.1 Definition: A kinematically admissible displacement field is an admissible 
displacement field which satisfies the displacement boundary condition 
u = u on 3QH. 
3.3.2 Definition: The potential energy <& and the classical potential energy 3>c are the 
functional defined on the set of kinematically admissible displacement fields by the 
equations 
*{%} = U{H] -\(b-u)dV- j (s-u)dA (3.7a) 
n an, 
and 
< M " } = udE} -\(bu)dV- J (s-u)dA, (3.7b) 
n an, 
respectively. 
A standard result from classical elasticity (see Gurtin [2]) is the following: 
3.3.3 Principle of Minimum Potential Energy for the Classical Problem: Let u be a 
kinematically admissible displacement field and let 5 be an admissible stress field which 
is related to u through the classical constitutive equations, that is through equations 
(2.15a), (2.15b) and (2.15c). Further, let [u,E, S] be a solution of the classical mixed 
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problem and assume that the classical elasticity tensor C is positive definite. Then 
®c{u}<<i>c{u} (3.8) 
for all kinematically admissible displacement fields u. Moreover, equality holds if and 
only if u = u modulo an infinitesimal rigid body displacement. 
The corresponding result for the residual case is the following: 
3.3.4 Principle of Minimum Potential Energy for the Residual Problem- Let « be a 
kinematically admissible displacement field and let S be an admissible stress field which 
is related to u through the constitutive equations with residual stress, that is through 
equations (2.14a), (2.14b) and (2.14c). Further, assume that the functional U is positive 
definite in the sense of definition 2.6.3 and let [u, H, S] be a solution of the mixed 
residual problem. Then 
<D {**}<${«} (3.9) 
for all kinematically admissible displacement fields «. Moreover, equality holds if and 
only if u = it modulo a translation. 
Proof: Let u and u be kinematically admissible displacement fields and define 
u' = u-u. Observe that since «' = 0 on 3&M, it follows from lemma 2.5.5 that 
U{H} -U{H} = U{H'} + \{H'- (HT)+E'-L[E]}dV. 
n 
It follows from (2.19) that 
U{H}~U{H} =U{H'}+j(S-H')dV. 
n 
Since [u, H, S] is a solution, 5 satisfies equilibrium, and the Theorem of Work 
Expended (2.1a) may be applied. Consequently, 
\(S-H)dV = j(b-u')dV+ J (s-u')dV, 
n n an 
so that 
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U{H} -U{H} =U{H'}+\(b-u')dV+ J (s-u')dA 
n an 
= U{H'} + \(b-u')dV+ J (s-u')dA, 
n an, 
since «' = 0 on dQ.u. By definition, 
&{»} - $ { « } = t /{#} -£ /{#} -j(b- (u-u))dV- J (s- (a-«))t/A 
n an, 
= U{H'}+j(b-u')dV+ J (s-w')dA-J(6. (u-u))dV 
n an, n 
- J (s- (a - a) )dA = U{H], 
an, 
since «' = a - M . That is, 
0 { « } -<!>{«} = &7{jr7'}. 
Since U positive definite, it follows that 
<&{«} 3 <&{«}. 
Finally, 
exactly when 
H' = DM' = 0, 
that is, exactly when % is a translation. 
3.3.5 Corollary: Uniqueness obtains for the mixed residual problem if 3&M is non-empty. 
Proof: Let [u,H,S] and [U,H,S] be two solutions. Then 
(&{%} £®{u] 
and 
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so that 
# { « } = <&{&}. 
Hence, u = u modulo a translation. Since 3&a is non-empty, the displacement field is 
unique. Consequently, 
u = u 
H = H 
E-E 
and 
S[H] = S [H]. • 
It is clear that 
u-u = 0 
H-H = 0 
E-E = 0. 
However, in light of (2.13a) one cannot conclude that the stress field associated with the 
difference field u - it is zero. In fact, 
S[H-H] = T . 
One other difference between the residual and classical cases is that in the classical case it 
follows from the equality 
that u = u modulo an infinitesimal rigid body displacement, whereas in the residual case 
it follows from the equality 
<&{%} = # { « } 
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that u = u modulo a translation. The difference is due to the appearance of the full dis-
placement gradient H in the potential energy functional as opposed to the appearance of 
just the strain tensor. 
3.3.6 Remark: Uniqueness for the more difficult case of the pure traction problem has 
been treated by Carlson and Man [12]. 
3.4 Complementary Energy 
The set-up for complementary energy in the residual case presents two significant 
problems. First, and most evident, is the problem of inverting the constitutive equation 
(2.14c) to obtain the displacement gradient as a function of the stress. The second and per-
haps less evident difficulty arises from the definition of the statically admissible fields on 
which the complementary energy functional is defined. It will be useful to consider both 
the complementary energy associated with the classical problem as well as the comple-
mentary energy associated with the residual problem. Normally the statically admissible 
stress fields must satisfy the equilibrium equation divS + 6 = 0. The problem is that due 
to the different constitutive equations governing the classical and residual problems, the 
stress fields that must satisfy the equilibrium equation in the classical and residual cases 
are in fact different. Consequently, the set of statically admissible fields for the classical 
problem is different from the set of statically admissible fields for the residual problem. 
In the formulation of complementary energy to follow, the problems associated with 
inverting the constitutive equation will be avoided by following the idea of Lee and Shield 
[13] and defining the displacement as the independent variable in the complementary 
energy functional. This set-up is in fact the cause of the second complication of different 
sets of statically admissible fields for the classical and residual problems. The second dif-
ficulty will be avoided, at least formally, by relaxing the requirements for static admissibil-
ity. This will lead to a modified version of the principle of minimum complementary 
energy in which displacement fields corresponding to both the classical problem and the 
residual problem will be admissible. Specifically, in the following definition of a statically 
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admissible displacement field, the associated stress field is not required to satisfy the equa-
tion of equilibrium. 
3.4.1 Definition: A statically admissible displacement field is an admissible displacement 
field for which the corresponding stress field given by S = S [u] is admissible and 
satisfies the traction boundary condition. 
3.4.2 Definition: The complementary energy *F and the classical complementary energy 
xPc are the functional defined on the set of statically admissible displacement fields by 
the equations 
Y{%} = U{H} - J ($-h)dA (3.10a) 
and 
Vc{u} = UC{E} - J (s-u)dA, (3.10b) 
an, 
respectively. 
3.4.3 Definition: A statically admissible displacement field for the classical problem is an 
admissible displacement field for which the corresponding stress field given by the 
classical constitutive equation (2.15c) is admissible and satisfies both the equilibrium 
equation (2.15d) and the traction boundary condition. 
3.4.4 Notation: Let {uc} denote the set of statically admissible displacement fields for 
the classical problem. 
3.4.5 Notation: Let Y I denote the restriction of the functional *F, to the set of 
statically admissible displacement fields for the classical problem. 
Despite the displacement formulation, it is not difficult to infer the following variant of 
the classical principle of minimum complementary energy (see Gurtin [2]). 
34 .6 Principle of Minimum Complementary Energy for the Classical Problem: Let U be 
the displacement field corresponding to a solution of the classical mixed problem. Then 
Y , | ^ { « } 3 Y , | ^ { & } V S s W , (3.11) 
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and equality holds if and only if « - % is an infinitesimal rigid body displacement. 
3.4.7 Definition: A statically admissible displacement field for the residual problem is an 
admissible displacement field for which the corresponding stress field given by the 
residual constitutive equation (2.14c)is admissible and satisfies both the equilibrium 
equation (2.14d), and the traction boundary condition. 
3.4.8 Notation: Let {ur} denote the set of statically admissible displacement fields for 
the residual problem. 
3.4.9 Notation: Let *F|
 {u } be the restriction of the functional Y to the set of statically 
admissible displacement fields for the residual problem. 
The version of 3.4.6 appropriate for the residual case is the following: 
3.4.10 Principle of Minimum Complementary Energy for the Residual Problem: Assume 
that the strain energy U is positive definite in the sense of definition 2.6.3 and let u be a 
displacement field corresponding to the solution of the residual mixed problem. Then 
Y | K } { « } < Y | K } { « } V « e {ur}, (3.12) 
and equality holds if and only if u - u is a translation. 
Proof: Let [ u, H, S] be a solution of the residual mixed problem, let u be a statically 
admissible displacement field for the residual problem, and let«' = u - u and 5' = S [ u']. 
Clearly, 0 = s' = s-s = S'n on dQ,s, since 
(S-S)n = (HT -HT +L[E] -L[E])n = (S[H-H])n = S'n. 
By lemma 2.5.5 and (2.19), 
U{H} =U{H + H'} =U{H}+U{H}+j{H- (HT )+E • L[E']}dV 
n 
= U{H}+U{H'}+j(S'-H)dV 
n 
By lemma 2.2.4, 
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U{H}-U{H} =U{H} + J (s'-u)dA-\(u-divS')dV 
an n 
= U{H'}+ J (s'-u)dA-j(u-divS')dV 
an„ n 
= U{H} + J (s'-u)dA 
a«„ 
since divS' = 0 on O. Also, 
Y{«} - Y { K } =U{H}-U{H}~ j ( (5-s) «')rfA 
an„ 
= U{H}-U{H} - J (s' - &)c(A. 
an„ 
That is, 
Y { « } - Y { « } = U{H'}. 
Since [/ is positive definite, 
Y{%} <Y{«} V u <=ur. 
Note that equality holds if and only if H' = 0; that is, if and only if D (u - u) = 0. In 
other words, equality holds if and only if u - u is a translation. 
The next form of the principle of minimum complementary energy has the advantage 
that the displacement fields associated with both the classical and residual case are stati-
cally admissible. 
3 4 11 Relaxed Form of the Principle of Minimum Complementary Energy: Assume that 
the strain energy U is positive definite in the sense of 2.6.3 and let u be a displacement 
field corresponding to a solution of the residual mixed problem. Then 
Y{«} <x¥{u}+\(u-divS')dV, (3.13) 
n 
for all statically admissible u, where u' = u-u and S' =S[u']. Moreover, equality 
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holds if and only if u - u is a translation. 
Proof: Let [u, H, S] be a solution of the mixed residual problem and let u be statically 
admissible. Clearly, 0 = s = s-s = S'n on 9Q,, since 
(S-S)n = (HT -HT +L[E] -L[E])n = (S[H-H])n = S'n. 
By lemma 2.5.5, and (2.19), 
U{H} =U{H + H'} =U{H}+U{H'}+j{H- (H'T )+E • L[E']}dV 
n 
= U{H}+U{H'}+j(S'-H)dV, 
so that 
Also, 
That is, 
or 
U{H}-U{H} = U{H'} + \ (s'-u)dA-\(u- divS')dV 
an n 
= U{H'}+ J (s'-u)dA-\(u-divS')dV. 
an.. n 
Y{«}-Y{%} = C / { A } - ( / { # } - J ( ( f - s ) &)dA 
an„ 
= U{H}-U{H}- J (s'-«)rfA. 
an.. 
Y {u} - Y {%*} = U {H'} - j ( « - divS')dV, 
n 
V{u}-V{u}+j(udivS')dV = t /{# '}. 
n 
Since U is positive definite, it follows that 
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Y{%} <V{u}+j(u-divS')dV. 
a 
The fact that equality holds if and only if u - u is a translation follows as in the proof of 
3.4.10. • 
3.4.12 Remark: If the body force field is zero, so that divS = 0, then 
divS' = div{T + (H-H)T +L[E-E]} 
= divS - div (S-T) 
= divS. 
Consequendy for 6 = 0, 
Y{«}<Y{K}+J(M-rf/vS)dV. (3.14) 
n 
In the classical theory, it turns out that if u is the displacement field corresponding to the 
solution of the mixed classical problem, then 
< & C { K } + Y C { K } = 0 . (3.15) 
The analogous result holds in the residual case, and the proof is essentially the same. 
3.4.13 Theorem: Let u be the displacement field corresponding to the solution of the 
mixed residual problem. Then 
0{%}+Y{%} = 0. (3.16) 
Proof: It follows directly from (3.7a) and (3.10a) that 
<5{«}+Y{%} =2U{H} -j(b-u)dV- j (s-u)dA- j (s-u)dA 
n an, an, 
= 2U{H] -\(bu)dV- J (s-u)dA. 
n an 
An application of the Theorem of Work and Energy (2.22) completes the proof. • 
Observe that in view of (3.9), (3.13), and (3.16) the following inequalities obtain: 
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#{&} ><&{%} = - Y { « } > - Y { 5 } -\(u-divS')dV, (3.17) 
n 
where u is kinematically admissible, u is statically admissible, «' = u-u, and 
5' = S[u']. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A Bound on the Residual Stress Field 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a lower bound on the residual stress field will be derived from the mini-
mum principles developed in the previous chapter. The bound will be in terms of experi-
mental data plus parameters from the solution of the classical problem that corresponds to 
the experiment. A positive lower bound is a definite indication of the presence of residual 
stress. It is assumed throughout that the strain energy U is positive definite in the sense of 
definition 2.6.3 and that the incremental elasticity tensor is symmetric. 
4.2 The Bound via Minimum Potential Energy 
4.2.1 l^mma: Let uc be the displacement field corresponding to the solution of the mixed 
classical problem, let u be a kinematically admissible displacement field, and let E be the 
strain field corresponding to u. Then 
±\(Ec-L[Ec])dV < ±\(E-L[E])dV+\(b- (uc-ii))dV 
+ J (s- (uc-u))dA. 
V ' " -»h 
an, 
Proof: According to the Principle of Minimum Potential Energy for the Classical Problem 
(3.8), 
* . { * * , } S * . { « } . 
c L cJ - C 
That is, 
U(Ec-L[Ec])dV- \(b-uc)dV- \ (s-uc)dA 
z n n an, 
<^j(E-L[E])dV-j(b-u)dV- J (s-u)dA.n 
n n an. 
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Observe that if 6 = 0, s = 0 on 96^, and if the kinematically admissible displace-
ment field u is chosen to be the displacement field corresponding to the solution of the 
associated residual problem, then (4.1) takes the form 
j (Ec• L[Ec])dV < j(E-L[E])dV. (4.2) 
n n 
4.2.2 Lemma: Let [«, H, S] be the solution to the mixed residual problem and let u be a 
kinematically admissible displacement field. Then 
-U{#- (HT)+E-L[E]}dV < U{H- (HT ) +E • L[E]}dV 
+ j(b- (u-u))dV+ J (s- (u-u))dA. 
n an, 
Proof: According to (2.21), (3.7a) and the Principle of Minimum Potential Energy for the 
Residual Problem (3.9), 
i j {H • (HT ) + E • L [E] } dV- J (6 • u) dV- J (s • u) dA 
'n n an. 
2-<ij"{/7- (AT) +E-L[£]}rfK-J(6-K)dV- J (s-«)dA.D 
'n n an 
4.2.3 T^mma: Let [«, H, S] be the solution to the mixed residual problem and let uc be 
the displacement field corresponding to the solution of the associated mixed classical 
problem. Then 
J (H • (HT )) dV < j (Hc • (HCT ) ) dV, (4.4) 
n n 
where Hc = Duc. 
Proof: Apply lemma 4.2.2 with u chosen as the displacement field corresponding to the 
solution of the associated mixed classical problem. That is, choose « = uc. Then it can be 
seen from lemma 4.2.2 and definition 3.3.2 that 
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U(H-(HT))dV+<S>c{u} < U(Hc-(HcT))dV+<&c{uc}, 2& ^ , _ ^ 
or 
$,{»}-*,{»,} ^ \\(Hc-(HcT))dV-^\(H-(HT))dV. 
By the Principle of Minimum Potential Energy for the Classical Problem (3.9), 
<£, { w} - 3>c {uc} > 0 from which the result follows. • 
4.2.4 Theorem: Let u be the displacement field corresponding to the solution of the mixed 
residual problem, and let [u, E, S] be an elastic state for the associated classical problem. 
Then 
j(H- (HT))dV > J (s- (u-u))dA+ J (u- (s-~s))dA 
(4.5) 
+ J(6- (u-u))dV, 
n 
where H = Du. 
Proof: It follows directly from (3.7a) and (3.9) that 
U{H} -j(b-u)dV- J (s-u)dA <, U{H} - j (b u)dA- J (s-u)dA. 
n an, n an, 
If the Theorem of Work and Energy, (2.23a) is substituted into the above inequality, the 
resulting expression is 
\{ f (s-u)dA+ \ (s-u)dA+\ (b-u)dV} + 
2
 an, an, n 
- J (bu)dV- J (s-u)dA + 
n an, 
\(b-u)dV+ J (s-u)dA < U{H}. 
a an, 
That is, 
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U{H} > - I [ (s-u)dA + \ \ (s-u)dA+ f (s-u)dA 2an, % an, ^ 
+ f (ft-»)dV-if(ft-n)dV. 
n 2 n 
According to the definition of the strain energy (2.21), this is equivalent to the inequality 
U{H- (HT)+E-L[E]}dV > - 1 f (s-u)dA + \ f (s-u)dA 
2 n 2aJn, 2anu 
+ f (S-B)dA+f(6-»)dV-^f(ft-«)dV. 
an, n 2 n 
According to the definition of the classical strain energy (2.20a) and the Theorem of Work 
and Energy in the classical case (2.23b), 
\(E-L[E])dV = 2UC{E} = J (s-u)dA+ J (s- U)dA + j (6- u)dV, 
n an, an, n 
where s = Sn. Consequendy, 
j(H- (HT))dV > J (s- (u-u))dA+ J (ft- (s-~s))dA + J (6- («-«))rfl/.D 
n an, an, n 
Suppose that the elastic state for the associated classical problem is chosen to be the solu-
tion to the associated classical problem. That is, suppose that [«, E, 5] = [uc, Ec, Sc]. 
Then the following corollary holds: 
4.2.5 Corollary: 
J (s- (uc-u))dA+ J («• (s-sc))<iA + J(6- (uc-u))dV 
max\f\ >. £ £ _ _ 2 , (4.6) 
5
 \\Hc\dV 
n 
where Hc = Duc. 
Emoi: Clearly Hc • (HCT ) < \HC\\Hcf | < |flc|2|f |, 
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where the second inequality holds due to the nature of the trace inner product norm on 
finite dimensional spaces (Noll [13]). Consequently, 
\(HC- (HcT))dV < \\Hc\\HcT\dV < j\Hc\2\t\dV < mqx\f\j\Hc\2dV . 
n n n n n 
Thus, with H chosen as Hc the left hand side of (4.5) is bounded above by 
n « 
The result then follows immediately. • 
Suppose that 
w
c= j (s-uc)dA+ j (u-sc)dA + \(b-uc)dV (4.7) 
an, an, n 
and 
W= J (s-u)dA+ j (u-s)dA + \(b-u)dV. (4.8) 
an, an, n 
That is, Wc and W represent the work done by the external force system in the classical 
and residual cases respectively. Then (4.6) may be written in the equivalent form 
Wc-W + 2 J («• (s-sc))dA 
maxlH > ^ - . (4.9) 
n j\Hc\2dV 
n 
Clearly, if the right hand side of (4.9) is positive, then we have a definite indication of 
the presence of residual stress. 
4.3 The Bound via Minimum Complementary Energy 
Due to the fact that the statically admissible displacement fields for the classical prob-
lem and the residual problem are different sets, neither 3.4.6 nor 3.4.10 can be used to 
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compare admissible fields for the classical problem with admissible fields for the residual 
problem. Since this evidendy is a necessary step for the establishment of the bound to fol-
low, the Relaxed Form of the Principle of Minimum Complementary Energy will be used 
to produce the bound on the residual stress field. We begin with a lemma. 
4.3.1 T .^mma: Let [u, H, S] be an elastic state, let [«, E, S] be a classical elastic state, 
let u' = u - u and let S' = S [u']. Then 
divS' = div (HT ) , (4.10) 
where H = Du. 
Proof: 
S' = S[u-u] = f + (H-H)T +L[E-E], 
so that 
divS' = div{T +HT +L[E]} -div{HT +L[E]}. 
Since [u, E, S] is a classical elastic state, 
divL[E]+b = 0. 
Since [«, H, S] is an elastic state, 
div{T +HT +L[E]}+b = div {HT +L[E]} +b = 0. 
Consequently, 
divS' = divf +divHT +divL[E] -div{HT +L[E]} 
= divHT - 6 + 6 = divHT . • 
4.3.2 b-mma: Let u and « be admissible displacement fields. Then 
\(u-div(HT ))dV = -\(H- (HT))dV. (4.11) 
n n 
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Proof: Making use of the vector identity 
div(STv) = S-Dv + v-divS, 
one can see that 
u • div (HT ) = div (T Wu) -(HT)- H, 
so that 
j(u-div(HT))dV = j(Tlfu)dV - J (H • (HT))dV. 
n n n 
If the divergence theorem is applied to the first integral on the right hand side, the result is 
that 
Jrf/v (f ifii) dV = J ((f EFu) n)dA. 
n an 
By the definition of the transpose of a second-order tensor, it follows that 
(T ifu) n = u- (HTn). 
Hence, 
J (u-div(HT))dV= j (u- (HTn))dA-\(H- (HT))dV 
n an n 
= -\(H.(HT))dV, 
n 
since T n = 0 on dCl. Finally, as was seen in the proof of lemma 2.5.5, 
\(H- (HT))dV = \(H- (HT))dV.U 
n n 
4.3.3 Theorem: Let« be the displacement field corresponding to the solution of the mixed 
residual problem and let [uc,Ec,Sc] be the solution to the associated mixed classical 
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problem. Then 
J (s- (uc-u))dA+ J (u- (s-sc))dA + j(b- (uc-u))dV 
max\f\ , S ^ - — ° , (4.12) 
n 
n 
where # c = Duc. 
Proof: Consider the inequality 
Y { u] < Y { uc} + J (a • d/vS*) rfV, 
n 
which is inequality (3.13) with u chosen to be uc, and where 
5' = S[u'} = S[uc-u]. 
According to lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, this inequality becomes 
V{u} <V{uc} - \ (Hc- (HT ))dV. 
n 
Before proceeding, note that 
S[uc]n = Tn + Hcfn+L[Ec]n = L[Ec]n 
on 3Q, since T n = 0 on 3Q. That is, on BO, 5 [«c] n = 5C [uc] « = sc. 
Consequently, if the definition of the complementary energy functional (3.10a) is 
employed, the above inequality becomes 
U{H}+ J (u-(sc-s))dA < U{Hc}-j(Hc- (HT))dV. 
an, n 
According to the Theorem of Work and Energy (2.22), 
U{H} = 1 \(s-u)dA + \\(b-u)dV 
2
 an 2 n 
so that 
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\\(s-u)dA + \\(b-u)dV+ J (u- (sc-s))dA < U{HC}-\(HC- (HT))dV 
an n an n 
Expanding U {Hc} according to (2.21) and then making use of (2.20a) give 
U{Hc} =U(HC- (Hcf ))dV+Uc{Ec} . 
If (2.23b) is employed, then 
U{HC} = \\(Hc-(HcT))dV+\ J (s-uc)dA + \ \ (sc-u)dA + \ \ (b • uc)dV. 
z n zan, zan, z n 
By breaking up the first boundary integral on the left hand side of the above inequality and 
combining terms, it is seen that 
I f (s- (u-uc))dA + \ f (u-(sc-s))dA + \\(b- (u-uc))dV 
zan, zan, z n 
+ \(Hc-(HT))dV < U(Hc-(HcT))dV. 
Consider the integral 
\(Hc-(HT))dV. 
n 
Since 5 = f+HT +L[E), 
[(Hc- (HT))dV = f {Hc- (S-f -L[E])}dV. 
n n 
Since S satisfies equilibrium, the Theorem of Work Expended (2.1a) may be applied, and 
it follows that 
\(Hc-S)dV= J (s-uc)dA + \(b-uc)dV. 
n an n 
Also, as shown in the proof of proposition 2.5.1, 
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j(Hc-f)dV = 0. 
n 
Now consider the term 
-\(Hc-L[E])dV. 
n 
Since L:Sym -» Sym, and L is assumed to have the major symmetry, 
-j (Hc -L[E])dV = - J (Ec -L[E])dV = -\(E-L [Ec]) dV 
n 
= -j(E-Sc)dV, 
n n n (4.13) 
n 
because SC = L [Ec]. Since Sc satisfies equilibrium, the Theorem of Work Expended in 
the form (2.1b) may be applied to give 
-\(E-Sc)dV = - J (sc-u)dA-j(b-u)dV. 
n an n 
That is, 
\(HC- (HT))dV = \ (s-uc)dA- J (sc-u)dA + \(b- (uc-u))dV. 
a an an n 
Breaking up the boundary terms leads to 
\(HC- (HT))dV = J (s- (uc-u))dA+ J (u- (s-sc))dA + \(b- (uc-u))dV 
n an, an, n 
If this expression is substituted back into the last inequality, the result is that 
js- (u-uc)dA+ J (u- (sc-s)) +\(b- (u-uc))dV 
an, an, n 
+ 2 J (s- (uc-u))dA + 2 J (u- (s-sc))dA + 2J(b- (uc-u))dV 
an, an, n 
< \(Hc.(Hcf))dV, 
n 
or 
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J (s- (uc-u))dA+ J (u- (s-sc))rfA + J(6- (uc-u))dV < \(HC- (HcT))dV. 
an, an, n n 
The result then follows immediately as is shown in the proof of corollary 4.2.5. • 
4.4 Other Derivations of the Bound 
As another method of producing a bound on the residual stress field, it seems natural 
to consider the relationships in (3.17). Consider the inequality 
0 {a} > -Y {«} - J (u • divS') dV. (4.14) 
n 
Choose « = uc so that 
5* =S[uc-u] = T + (HC-H)T +L[EC-E]. 
According to lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, 
- J (u • divS') dV = J (Hc • (HT)) dV. 
n n 
Moreover, as demonstrated in the proof of Theorem 4.3.3, 
\(HC- (HT))dV = J (s- (uc-u))dA+ J u- (s-sc)rfA + J&- (uc-u)dV; 
n an, an, n 
hence, the above inequality becomes 
#{%} > - Y { « J + J (s- (uc-u))dA+ J (ii- (s-sc))dA + J(6- (uc-u))dV. 
an, an, n 
In view of (3.7a) and (3.10a), this may be expressed as 
U{H}-$(b-u)dV- J (s-u)dA > (-U{HC})+ J (s-u)dA + 
n an, an, 
J (s- (uc-u))dA+ J (u- (s-sc))dA + j(b- (uc-u))dV. 
an, an, n 
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If the Theorem of Work and Energy (2.22) is applied to U {H} and if U {Hc} is 
expanded as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.3, the result is that 
\(Hc-(HcT))dV > J (s- (uc-u))dA+ j (u- (s-sc))dV+j(b- (uc-u))dV, 
a an, an, n 
which leads to the same bound given in (4.6) and (4.12). Thus, Theorem 4.3.3 holds albeit 
by a slighdy different proof. 
Another possibility to consider from (3.17) is the inequality 
<&{%} > - Y { % } . 
As before, choose u = uc and expand the energy functional 0 and Y according to 
(3.7a) and (3.10a). The result is that 
U{Hc}-j(b-uc)dV- J (s-uc)dA > (~U{H})+ J (s-u)dA. 
n an, an, 
If the Theorem of Work and Energy (2.22) is applied to U {H} and if U{HC} is 
expanded as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.3, it follows that 
\(HC- (HcT))dV > J (s- (uc-u))dA+ J («• (s-sc))dA + \(b- (uc-u))dV. 
n an, an, n 
Once again, this leads to the same bound given in (4.6) and (4.12). 
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CHAPTER 5 
An Example Problem 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter an expression for a lower bound on the norm of the residual 
stress was derived. With this bound in hand it makes sense to look at an example problem 
to see how this bound might be used. In the first part of this chapter the torsion problem 
will be considered and a condition for the presence of residual stress in this case will be 
derived. A natural question that then arises is "how good is the bound?". It should be 
expected that there will be no firm answer to this question, but rather the quality of the 
bound will likely depend on many things, such as the specific boundary-value problem, 
the form of the residual stress field and the geometry of the body, to name a few. The sec-
ond part of the chapter is devoted to investigating this question in the context of the torsion 
problem. 
5.2 The Torsion Problem 
Consider a right circular cylinder of radius r0 and length z0 as shown in Fig. 1. Sup-
pose that the cylinder is subjected to the "hard" loading where one end is held fixed and 
the other endface is rotated through the angle 00, while the lateral surface remains traction 
free. Now consider the bound given by (4.6). Suppose the body force is neglected. Since 
s = 0 on d£ls, the expression in (4.6) becomes 
J (it- (s-sc))dA 
mqx\f\ > ^ - . (5.1) 
a
 \WcfdV 
n 
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Fig. 1. The cylinder in the reference configuration. 
Due to the fact that d£lQ is held fixed, the numerator reduces to 
J («• (s-sc))dA. 
an, 
But 
J (u-s)dA 
an 
z0 
simply represents the work done in twisting the endface through the angle 00 and thus 
must be equal to 0nT, where t is the magnitude of the applied moment in the residual 
case. Similarly, 
J (u-sc)dA = Q0xc 
an, 
where xc is the magnitude of the applied moment in the associated classical problem. That 
is, 
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an 
J (u-(s-sc))dA = 6 0 ( x - x c ) , 
and 
max\i\ t|M!z£. 
n 
(5.2) 
Therefore, in the present context, ift>tc residual stress is present in the body. 
It should be noted that this result holds in general for the torsion problem under hard 
loading and does not depend on the forms of the residual stress tensor or of the traction 
field applied to the endface. 
Now consider the question of the accuracy of the bound. The idea here is to specify 
sufficient data so that both sides of the bound can be explicitly evaluated, thereby gaining 
information on the accuracy of the bound in this particular example. The torsion of a right 
circular cylinder has been investigated in detail by Hoger [3], but some background will be 
presented here for the sake of completeness. 
The field equations that must be satisfied in the region & are (2.14a), (2.14b), (2.14c), 
and (2.14d). The residual stress must of course satisfy the defining equations (2.2a) (2.2b) 
and (2.2c). We work with physical components with respect to cylindrical coordinates as 
indicated in Fig. 1. 
It will be initially assumed that the residual stress field depends on the variables r and 
9, and hence can be represented in terms of an Airy stress function $ as 
W -
7 ^ + ^.ee ^,e-7*,er ° 
1 
2*.e-;*.Gr 4 rr 
0 0 
The traction free boundary conditions for the residual stress are 
(5.3) 
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tr = Trrnr + TrQne + Trznz = 0, 
re = T Qrnr + T QQne + T Qznz = 0, 
tz = Tzrnr + TzQnQ + T2Znz = 0. 
These boundary conditions reduce to the expressions 
TQz(r,Q) 
Tzz(r,Q) 
= [0] on 3Q0 and dQz 
and 
Trr(r0,e) 
fer(rQ,d) 
Tzr(r0,Q) 
= 0! on 8G_ 
(5.4a) 
(5.4b) 
(5.4c) 
(5.5a) 
(5.5b) 
In terms of the stress function ty, the boundary conditions on 3&0 and 3i2z are trivially 
satisfied while the boundary condition on 9 ^ may be written as 
-r^(r0,Q)+^ee(r0,Q) 
r
 o 
—tG(ro,8)--Wro,8) 
r o ° 
0 
= [0]- (5.5c) 
From this point on it will be assumed that the tensor L defined by (2.5) has the homo-
geneous and isotropic structure 
L[E] = 2\iE + X(trE)l, 
where p and X are called the incremental elastic constants. 
(5.6) 
The boundary conditions for the deformed body are 
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w, 
M, 
= [o] on 861, 0 ' (5.7a) 
ur 
Mg 
h 
= 
"o" 
* 0 
. 0 . 
on aa z„' (5.7b) 
and 
}Qr = [0] ° n 9Qr0- (5.7c) 
Consider the displacement field given by 
u = razee, (5.8) 
eo 
where a = — is the angle of twist per unit length of the cylinder. It has been shown in 
zo 
Hoger [5] that this is a universal solution for the right circular cylinder with r and 6 
dependent residual stress and with the tensor L having the form given in (5.6). Moreover 
the displacement boundary conditions above are satisfied. 
Since Du may be represented by the matrix 
Du = 
u
r,r -pur,Q~-puQ ur,z 
Ud,r - ( % , 8 + W,) UQl 
Zf -U z,e u z,z 
the derivative of the displacement field given in (5.8) can be written as 
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Du = 
0 -az 0 
az 0 ccr 
0 0 0 
(5.9) 
By combining (5.9) with (2.7), (2.14a), (2.14b), (2.14c), (5.3) and (5.6), one can show that 
the stress components in the deformed body are 
s
rr = -:4>,,- + -24) ,88-az( -2( | ) , e - - (W, 
' r r ' 
1 . 1 
r 
s
re = i ^ e - T ^ e r - ^ ' r r . 
a l 
S
rz = T^Br-zM, 
r ' ' r 
5ee = 4>,rr + <*z(-24) ,0-- (W, 
r r 
5e z = --^-<{),rr + ix<xr, 
a l 
Szr = jW'Qr-^X))' 
ar 
SzQ = -T<b,rr + \iur, 
^ = 0. 
(5.10a) 
(5.10b) 
(5.10c) 
(5.10d) 
(5.10e) 
(5.1 Of) 
(5.10g) 
(5.10h) 
(5.101) 
In view of (5.5c), the traction boundary condition (5.7c) on dQr is satisfied. It should be 
noted thatSrz = Szr, S9z = SzQ, but Sr6 # S9r; however this should not be surprising 
given the comment following (2.8). 
Since the field equations and boundary conditions are satisfied, and with corollary 
3.3.5 in mind, the fields [u, H, S] given by (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10a) through (5.101) form 
the unique solution to the stated problem. 
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It should be pointed out that the universal solution given in (5.8) is in fact the same dis-
placement field corresponding to the solution of the associated classical problem, and thus 
it is only the stress fields that differ in this particular example. There is, however, no appar-
ent reason that this should be true in general. 
Since u = uc in this example, Hc is in fact given by (5.9) and the denominator in 
(4.6) can be easily evaluated. 
Hoger [3] derived the following expressions for the nonzero components of the resid-
ual stress in terms of the angle of twist per unit length cc, the incremental elastic constant 
jl, and the traction s9 that must be applied on d&z to effect the rotation 0Q. 
t„M-y-»-£i^-±&j)b!*«~». »,., 
r P. 
*-<'.•> • A & f ^ ' - 6 M J ^ * * ' . <5-"» W r. r. 
f ee ( r ,6 ) = 4jJ - ^ s Q (r, 9) . (5.11c) 
If f is simply a function of r, then the above equations reduce to 
4U 4 r M O 
. ( r ) = ^ ( r _ r o ) _ ± J _ L _ ^ (5.12a) 
Tr*(r) = 0 , (5.12b) 
fw(r) = 4 j E - ^ S 9 ( r ) . (5.12c) 
Another way to produce equations (5.11a), (5.11b), and (5.1 lc) is to begin with (5.3) and 
(5.10f) and observe that S9z = s9 on d£lz. 
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Suppose that attention is restricted to the case T = T (r) . Then (5.12a), (5.12b), and 
(5.12c) obtain, and the residual stress will be known explicidy in terms of a, jl, and the 
measured applied traction sQ. As an example, suppose that the applied traction sQ is of the 
form 
W ) =*o(f) > (»*D. (5.13) 
In employing (5.12a) and (5.12c), it is seen that 
Trr = 4 | j , - -
4snr 
n - l l 
narn 
4jn 1 
_ 4
 r 
Tee = 4 | x - — s 0 ( - ) . 
ar " r, o 
It is evident from (5.14a) that boundedness of Trr when r = 0 requires that 
(5.14a) 
(5.14b) 
s0 = Aiaur0. 
Substitution of (5.15) into (5.14a) and (5.14b) leads to 
f = 4 f ( l - p " - \ 
f ee = 4fr(l-np'1-1), 
(5.15) 
(5.16a) 
(5.16b) 
where p is defined as —. 
In order to determine the accuracy of the bound it is necessary to have an expression 
for \T |, and this is easily calculated since 
\T\2 = (T
 rr)2 + (f ee)2 = (4p:)2{2-(2n + 2 )p" - 1 +(n 2 + l ) p 2 ( " - 1 ) } . (5.17) 
One method of evaluating the numerator in (5.1) is to refer to (5.2) and calculate the 
applied moment x. Clearly, 
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2n r„ 
x = J jrsQ(r)rdrdB. (5.18) 
o o 
If the expression for s9 from (5.13) is substituted into (5.18), the result is that 
4V 
x =
 1^3Jv (5'19) 
where / = -=- is the polar moment of the cross section. A further substitution of the %r0 
expression for sQ from (5.15) into (5.19) leads to 
Ana&J 
? = 17^37- (5.20) 
In the associated classical problem the applied moment is given byXc = jloc/. Hence, 
As was mentioned previously Hc is represented by (5.9); consequently 
|ffc|2 = a2 (r2 + 22). It then follows that 
j\Hc\2dV = — J L 2 {3r30 + 4/-0z2} . (5.22) 
If (5.21) and (5.22) are combined, then the bound in (5.1) may be written in the "analyti-
cal" form 
maj\f\ > 9 P ( " - " , , _
 2 , (5.23) 
n (n + 3) (3 + 4(32) 
2o 
where P is the aspect ratio —. By substituting (5.22) into (5.2) and employing the defini-
ro 
tion of the polar moment, it is easy to see that the bound may be expressed in the alternate 
"experimental" form 
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. . . 3(x-x c ) 
mqx\T\ > c-r. (5.24) 
n ocJ(3 + 4p2) 
This expression can also be obtained by direcdy evaluating the numerator in (5.1) and 
combining the result with (5.22). If (5.17) is substituted into (5.23), the expression for the 
bound becomes 
max { 4 ^ 2 - ( 2 »
 + 2 ) p - 1 + U 2 + l ) p 2 ( " - 1 ) ) } > m * ~ l ) . , 
n (n + 3) (3 + 4F32) 
or 
max { 4 j 2 - ( 2 W + 2 ) p w - 1 + ( n 2 + l ) p 2 ( n - 1 ) } > Hn~l) _ . (5.25) 
n (« + 3 ) (3 + 4p2) 
It is significant that (5.25) is independent of p since this renders irrelevant any question 
concerning the dependence of the incremental elastic constant on the residual stress state 
and its possible effect on the bound. 
Consider the left hand side of (5.25) and let 
/ (p) = 4j2-(2n + 2)pn-1+(n2+l)p2(n \ (n>l). (5.26) 
The following properties of the function / are not difficult to verify: 
(i) l i m / = 0 , « = 1; 
(ii) l im^= 4j2,n>l; 
(iii) limf = 4 ( n - l ) ; 
p->r 
(iv) max f occurs at p = 0 when 1 ^ n < 1 + J2 and at p = 1 when n>l + j2; 
2n + 2 w-i (v) min f occurs at p = (—= ) , n > 1, 
2,1+2 
Plots of the function / for n=2, 3,4, and 5 are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Now consider the right hand side of (5.25). Let 
""•i.tS'^- (5-27) 
The following properties of the function g are transparent: 
3 ( n - l ) 
(ii) lim g = 0; 
Plots of the function g for n=2, 3,4, and 5 are shown in Fig. 3. 
If 1 < n < 1 + V2, the expression for the bound becomes 
A i- 9 ( n - l ) 
4 ^ < : i — _ . (5.28) 
(« + 3)(3 + 4|32) 
If n > 1 + 72, the bound is 
4 > 5-. (5.29) 
(« + 3 ) (3 + 4|32) 
If n = 1, (5.25) is vacuous, but in this case it is clear from (5.17) that IT | = 0. If n = 2, 
(5.28) becomes 
Ifn = 3, (5.29) becomes 
4> 2—=-. (5.31) 
2(3 + 4p2) 
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0.4 0.6 
Normalized radius, rlr0 
Fig. 2. Nondimensional stress vs. normalized radius (n=2,3,4,5). 
2 3 
Aspect ratio, p = z0/r0 
Fig. 3. Lower bound vs. aspect ratio («=2,3,4,5). 
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It can be shown that for fixed P the tightest bound produced by (5.25) occurs when 
n = 1 + 42, and if P varies, the best results obtain in the limit as P goes to 0. That is, the 
3 
tightest bound possible is given by 4 > = = 0.55, which shows that the bound is not 
very accurate in this case. Other values of n > 1 and realistic values of P will only serve to 
degrade the accuracy of the bound in this example. The fact that the best bound occurs in 
the limit as P goes to zero demonstrates that long slender cylinders lead to less accurate 
bounds than short squat cylinders in this particular set-up. 
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